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Suppose G is a finite group, X an irreducible character of G, and m(x ) its 
Schur index. In this paper we give results relating m(x ) and the order and 
exponent of G, the order of elements in G and G', and Sylow subgroups in G. 
For example, we show that if g8 II re(X), with g a prime, then g28 ] exp G or 
g38 I I G I. The proofs involve examining the Brauer-Witt  heorem over a local 
field. 
1. THE BRAUER-WITT THEOREM OVER A LOCAL FIELD 
Let [k : Q~] < oo where Q~ is the field of p-adic numbers, p a rational odd 
prime. We will use the same notation as used by Yamada [6, p. 31], with the 
exception that the prime denoted by p there will be denoted by q in this paper, 
so that qS ] [ m, where m = mk(x), the Schur index of the irreducible representa- 
tion, X, over the field k. We assume k(x ) -~ k. For any integer t > 0, E, will 
denote a fixed primitive tth root of unity. We let k 0 ~ k n Q~(%) and c = 
[k 0 :Q~]. Let z be a nonnegative integer such that qZ]] (p  _ 1)/c; and n = 
exp G. Note that q~ ] qz by Theorem 4.4 of [6, p. 43]. 
As with Yamada, L is the field such that k(e,~) D L D k, [k(E,) : L] is a power 
of q, and q ~" [L : k]. Then the Brauer-Witt heorem gives us subgroups N , / ;  
of G, with F L-elementary with respect o q, and N <q F, and a linear character, 
~b, of N, such that the induced character 0 = CF is irreducible; and 
(1) L( O) = L, q .r (x, 0% 
(2) there is an isomorphism ~- of F IN  onto the Galois group, fY(L(qJ)/L), 
(3) for a l l f~F ,  Ct = ¢,~I), 
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(4) A(O, L) ~ (fl, L(4,)/L), 
(5) [A(x, L)]q = [A(O, L)]q = [(fi, L(¢)/L)]q, 
where ~bt(n) = ~b(f-anf), ~b*m(n) = ~b(n)*(s); A(O, L) is the simple algebra overL 
corresponding to the character 0; (/3, L(~b)/L) is the cyclotopic algebra over L 
defined by the 2-cocycle /3(~(fx), * ( f2) )= ~b(nl,2) where flf~ = nl.~.L, if f i  
are coset representatives of F IN  and nl. ~ e N. [A(x , L)]q is the q-part of A(X , L) 
in B(L), the Brauer group overL. 
As an immediate simplification, we will work with N = N ] Ker ~b and/~ 
F/Ker ¢. Note that Ker ¢ ~ F since ¢I(x) = ~b~(1)(x) = l~(S) if x e Ker ¢, 
f e F. With this notation we first show 
THEOREM l. Let [k : Q~] < ~,  G be a finite group of exponent n, X an irre- 
ducible character of G such that k(x ) -~- k and the Schur index m k of X over k has 
q-part q*, s ~ 1. Let L be a field such that k~%) D L D k, [k(~,,) : k] is a power of q, 
and q ¢ [L : k]. Then there are subgroups N, F of G with N ~ F, and a linear 
character ~ of N such that the induced character 0 = ~F is irreducible and state- 
ments (1)-(5) are true. Furthermore, there exists X,  Y e N, S, T eF  such that 
F = (X ,  Y, S, T} and 
(6) order X = p, q* I order Y, p ~ order Y and N is cyclic generated by X,  Y, 
(7) X ~ = X a, where qZ _~ [L(%) : L] = order A in Z~ , 
(8) y r  = ~t ,  wheref is the residue class degree ofL ] Q~, 
(9) i f  U E N and q~ = order U, then U e Z(F), 
(10) q, = order S (mod ST), order T (rood iV) is a q-power, (S,  T} is a q- 
group, and [S, T] e N. 
(11) p 'qs+z l lG I ,  s~z .  
Proof. Because ¢ is linear and the induced map ~ is faithful, _N is cyclic. 
I fq  8 > 1,L(~b) IL is ramified, % eL  and sop I ] -N I. Write L(¢) = L(%, ~t) with 
(t,p) = 1 and q l~=[L(¢) :L(%)] .  Then i=  1 as p4[L (¢) :L (%) ]  so that 
p~'N .  We can thus find X, Y in 2V with order X = p, p y order Y, and 
(X, Y} = N. Write/V = (A} with order A = a. q~ I a because (/3, L(¢)L) has 
exponent qS and if e is the minimal positive integer such that (/3~, L(¢) I L) ~ 1, 
then e I a because fi(ra, %0) is always a power of %. This proves (6). 
[L(%) :L] = q~ by the following argument: The Galois group G(L(%)IL)  
can be identified with a subgroup of the cyclic Galois group S(Q~(%) ] ko) , so 
that [L(%) :L] I (P  - -  1)/c, that is, [L(%) :L] ]qZ. But if [L(%) :L] < q~, then 
there exists an a eL  n Q~(%) such that [k0(a ) : k0] = q and so [k(a) : k] = q 
Since k n Q~(%) = k o . As q ~" [L : k], this contradicts the fact that ~ eL. Hence 
[L(~) : L] = ¢.  
Because F IN  is a q group and F is elementary with respect o q, there exists 
S, T in a q-Sylow subgroup o fF  such that r(NN) = oJ, -r(TN) = 71, and %~ = 
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%a where order A mod p ~ qZ and at" = E~ 1 where f is the residue class degree 
of L(Q,) and ~ is the Frobenius automorphism. Note that G(L(%)IL ) ~_ 
(oJ [L(,)) and G(L(et)IL)~___ (7 ]L(Q), the latter being a cyclic group as 
L(Et) ]L is an unramified extension. Hence (7), (8), and (10) are verified. 
Furthermore, if U ~ N and order U E qS, then U ~ Z(F), the center of F, 
because ¢(TUT -1) ~ CT(U) = $ ' (U)  ~- aq~ ~ %~ = $(U) (eq, ~L by a theorem 
of Benard and Shacker [1]). But $ defines an isomorphism on N, so [T, U] = 1. 
Similarly [S, U] = 1 and U E Z(F). Finally (11) follows from (6) and (10). 
(As before, the bar represents the images under the map of N onto N/Xer ¢). 
Remark. I f  T = 1, F is metacyclic. Also, q,+Z [ord S because ([3, L($)/L) 
is a cyclic algebra (~, L(%)/L, ~) where 8 = ¢(Sq'). Since the exponent of this 
algebra is q* and ~ is a root of unity, q~ ]ord ~. Thus q~+~ ] ord S'. 
Using the results in Ford [3] the group N can be reduced further to a group 
whose order is divisible by at most three primes. There are three types of these 
groups, which Ford calls index groups: Metacyclic 2-prime groups (Amitsu r
groups), nonmetacyclic 2-prime groups, and 3-prime groups. The next theorem 
follows readily from Theorem 1 of this paper and Theorem 1 of [3]. 
THEOREM 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the following additional 
statements are true for a suitable choice of N, F, and ¢. 
(12) There exist non-negative integers, h, k, with k = 0 or 1, and a prime 
r ~: p, q such that IF I ~ P " qS+Z+h . r ~, 
(13) qSr l ord Y, 
(14) S T-~ S ~¢" Yo, Yo ~N and°rd Yo=qs.  
Remarks. The metacyclic groups occur when T = 1. The other two groups 
according to the two possibilities, k ---- 0 or k = 1. Statement (14) also can be 
derived from Theorem 1 of [4]. 
2. SCHUR ALGEBRAS AND THEIR GENERATING GROUPS 
In this section we explore relationships between the Schur index m(x ) and the 
finite group G. 
We will keep fixed the following notation: K is a field; G a finite group. I f  A 
is a simple algebra of finite degree over k, then A ~ [A(A)],(A), the full algebra 
of r(A) × r(A) matrices over the division algebra, A(A). m(A) will denote the 
index of A, which is also the index of A, m(A). I f  k is a number field, inv A will 
denote the Hasse invariant of d at the prime spot, P. I f  K is a finite extension 
of Q~ and t, m positive integers, A(t/m)(k) will denote the division algebra with 
Hasse invariant (tim) over k. Z(A) will denote the center of A; [A(A)] ~ [A], 
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the class of A in the Brauer group, B(Z(A)); A(k, G) ~ {A : A is a direct 
summand of kG} S(k; G) = {[A] : Z(A) = k and ~t: [A]t e A(k, G)}. I f  A is the 
representation algebra over k corresponding to the absolutely irreducible 
character X such that k(x ) = k, then following Yamada, we write A = 
A(X , k). For q prime, [A]~ will denote the q-part of the class [A]. As usual, e~, 
t ~ Z +, will denote a fixed primitive tth root of unity. 
The first two theorems of this section are generalizations of results in Fein 
and Yamada [2]. 
THEOREM 3. Let [A] ~ S(k, G), qS I I m(A)s ~ 1 with q a prime. Then either 
q2"~ I exp G or q3~ 11 G ]. 
Proof. The q part of m at one of the localizations of k must be q~. So we can 
assume k D Q~ and adopt the notation of the previous ection. 
By (10) of Theorem 1, qZ I ord S. But q~ I (P --  1) I (P~-~)- So i fq ~ Iord S ~s-1, 
the requirements of the theorem are satisfied bedause then q~+~ I ord S' 1 exp G. 
Otherwise consider (14) of Theorem 2: [T, S] = 8~I-1170 where Y0eN,  
S '~t-a c _N ord Y0 = q~- And by (9) Y0 e Z(-N). q~ ~" ord(~ '~s-1) implies q~ = 
I[T, S]I. [T, S] eN by (11). So S T ~ SY~ where [ Y1 } = q~ and I Yl ~Z(F).  
Let H be the subgroup of F generated by S, T, Y1, and q* the order of 5~ mod 
<Y~). Ya e Z(H), so that [S, T q*] ----- 1. But S 'T ~ SY~ implies S :v~ = ~}Tq* or 
[S, Tqt] = ~t .  Thus t >~ s. Finally, if H 1 is the subgroup of H generated by 
Yx and & then q~+" ] i//1 [ by (10) of Theorem 1 and if H1Ta = H~T ~ for some 
integers a and b, then S f" = Sf~ so that SY~ ~ S'Ya ~. This implies that the 
cosets HT ~, i ~ 0, 1 .... , qt-~, are distinct and qS+~+* ] 1 H I. The result now follows. 
THEOREM 4. Let q be a prime and G a finite group with abelian q-Sylow 
subgroup. Suppose [A] ~ S(k, G) and q" I t m(A) with s >~ 1. Then q~S ] exp G. 
Proof. From (9) S and T generate a q-group which is contained in a q-Sylow 
subgroup of G, so S and T commute. By (14) of Theorem 2, 1 = S / -1Y0,  
where t Y0 t ~ qS = ] S'~-1 [- But as in Theorem 3, this implies q~+z I [ S I. 
The next result generalizes a theorem of Roquette [5]. 
THEOREM 5. Let q be a prime and G a finite group with normal q-Sylow 
subgroup. Suppose [A] e S(k, G) and qs ] I re(A) with s >~ 1. Then q = 2, s = 1, 
and v~-----~ k. 
Proof. The subgroup F in the Brauer-Witt heorem is q elementary and can 
be written as the semidirect product of a q group Q1 and a normal abelian q' 
group A. I f  Q2 is another q-Sylow subgroup of F, then both Q1 and Q2 are 
contained in the unique q-Sylow subgroup of G. Hence Q1 and Q2 together 
generate a q group which implies Q1 is normal and F ~ QxXA. Since each 
irreducible character of F is the product of an irreducible character of Q1 and 
one of A, the result follows by the theorem of Roquette [5]. 
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If  X is an irreducible character of G and mo~(X ) ~ 1, then it is known (for 
example using modular characters) that G contains an element of order p. The 
next result generalizes this observation. 
THEOREM 6. Assume q, Pl , P2 ,..., Pr are distinct primes and X an irreducible 
character of a finite group G. Suppose qSll m(x) and q l mo~ (X) for i : 1, 2,..., r. 
Let u --- I ] i : l  Pi • Then there exists an element in G of order qSu and an element 
in G', the commutator subgroup of G, of order u. 
Proof. By the (global) Brauer-Witt  heorem [6, p. 31], there exists subgroups 
N, F of G with/V (as in Theorem 1) a cyclic( generated by X)  normal subgroup 
o f /7  and F IN a q-group and a field L with Q _CL _C Q(e,~), ([L :Q] ,q)  - -  1 
[Q(e~), L] a q power with n • exp G, and a linear character ¢ of N such that the 
q-part of the algebra A(¢F,L,F)  equals, in the Brauer group, the q-part of 
A(X, L, G). In particular q I indo~(A(¢F, L, F)  @ Q~) for i = 1, 2 ..... r, As 
A(¢ F, L, F) is a cyclotomic algebra (fi, L(~b)/L) with maximal subfield L(¢) 
L(~b(X)), we must have that (L(¢)) localized at Pi must be a ramified extension 
of L) %~ ~ L(~b) and %, q~ L, for i = 1, 2,..., r. Hence u t [ X [ .  But for some 
pr imep, qS i ] mo~(X) and so by (6) of Theorem 1, qS [ ] X 1. This shows qSu [ I X I 
and G contains an element of order qSu. 
Suppose now ~/ is an abelian group and 0 a homomorphism from G --+ A. 
For i~  1,2 ..... r pick XieN such that [Xi ,X~] ~ 1 and elements S ieF  
such that X s, = Xi  a where h is of order a nonzero power of q in Z~ ((7) of 
Theorem 1). But then 0(X~ s,) = O(Xi) = 0(X~) a which implies O(X~) - -  1, and 
q. 
X, ~ G'. Letting y ~ I - I i= l  Xi ,  we have y ~ G' with [ y [ = u. 
Professor Walter Feit has pointed out to the authors that a recent paper of 
Yamada [7] also has a proof of Theorem4 as well as a weaker version of Theorem 3. 
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